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Abstract: The Music Recommendation System (MRS) functions as a remedy to the information overload prevalent in the digital music 

landscape. This research paper addresses prominent challenges encountered by recommendation systems, specifically the Long Tail 

phenomenon, data sparsity, and the cold-start problem, through the implementation of a weighted hybrid approach. This approach integrates 

collaborative filtering techniques based on both user preferences and item characteristics. Notably, our proposed system incorporates 

contextual information in the generation of music recommendations. Experiments were conducted using a benchmark dataset and synthetic 

data derived from a Music Portal application. The results demonstrate the system's efficacy in accurately capturing user interests, 

considering diverse factors such as a user's historical preferences, profile, item similarities, timestamps, and social connections. 
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1. Introduction 

In the contemporary era dominated by the Internet and 

smartphones, individuals are confronted with a myriad of 

choices, spanning decisions like selecting a digital music 

item, choosing a restaurant, picking a cinema, purchasing a 

book, or various accessories. As users navigate these 

choices, it is natural for them to develop preferences, 

encompassing both their likes and dislikes. On closer 

examination of an individual's preferences, an underlying 

pattern often emerges [7]. 

The primary goal of a Recommendation System (RS) is to 

unveil this inherent pattern that defines a user's taste. Once 

these preferences are understood, an RS can suggest similar 

items. For instance, if someone enjoys spinach sandwiches, 

it is highly likely that they would also appreciate a corn 

sandwich, as the two share significant similarities, differing 

only in the substitution of spinach with corn. 

Music, being ubiquitous, inundates listeners with an 

overwhelming number of choices available on digital 

platforms. Users are consistently seeking music that 

resonates with their personal taste, driving the need for 

effective music recommendations. Despite the emergence of 

services like Gaana, Spotify, and Last.fm [1] aiming to 

provide a perfect solution, complete success has yet to be 

achieved. Music preferences are shaped by factors like taste, 

trust, and affinity for specific artists, which pose challenges 

in quantifying for machines or software. Consequently, 

service providers struggle to accurately identify music that 

genuinely appeals to and satisfies an individual's taste [8]. 

Every music recommendation system relies on a set of 

assumptions to deliver effective recommendations. The 

fundamental types of recommendation systems in the 

literature are outlined below. 

Collaborative Filtering: This method utilizes user 

interactions and feedback to generate recommendations, 

assuming that users who have interacted with and liked 

similar music in the past will have similar preferences in the 

future [5][6]. 

User-Song Matrix: In collaborative filtering, a user-item 

matrix is established, where rows represent users, columns 

represent items (songs), and each cell contains a rating or 

interaction score. 

User-Based Collaborative Filtering: This approach 

identifies users with similar music preferences to the target 

user and recommends songs liked by those similar users but 

not yet rated by the target user. 

Item-Based Collaborative Filtering: This method identifies 

songs like those the target user has liked in the past and 

recommends those similar songs. 

Content-Based Filtering: This technique focuses on the 

characteristics and features of songs, as well as user profiles, 
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to make recommendations. It assumes that users will prefer 

songs with attributes like those they have liked previously. 

Song Features: Content-based filtering considers various 

features of songs, such as genre, artist, tempo, lyrics, and 

musical key. Songs can be classified [19][20] into different 

categories based on th features. 

User Profile: A user profile is created based on the user's 

historical interactions, including liked songs and the 

attributes of those songs they have engaged with. Users can 

be clustered by using K-means [18] clustering to group them 

based on the profile information. 

Recommendation: Content-based systems recommend 

songs that match the attributes and features of the songs the 

user has shown interest in, aligning with their preferences. 

The remaining sections of the paper follow this structure: 

Section 2 delves into previous research in this domain, 

Section 3 outlines the suggested approach, Section 4 

showcases the outcomes attained using this method, and 

finally, Section 5 summarizes the conclusion and potential 

directions for future research. 

2. Related Work 

In the dynamic landscape of music recommendation 

systems, considerable research has been devoted to 

overcoming critical challenges, particularly the cold-start 

problem, data sparsity, and the long tail phenomenon. This 

section reviews seminal works that have made significant 

contributions to advancing our understanding and 

addressing these challenges. 

Hybrid Approaches for Cold-Start Users: Feng et al. [11] 

proposed an innovative hybrid recommendation system that 

integrates collaborative filtering with content-based 

filtering. By leveraging user demographic information and 

music content features, this approach effectively addresses 

the cold-start problem, providing accurate 

recommendations for users with limited interaction history. 

Matrix Factorization Techniques for Data Sparsity: Jones 

and Wang [12] introduced matrix factorization techniques 

to tackle data sparsity in music recommendation systems. 

By decomposing the user-item interaction matrix, their 

approach enhances recommendation accuracy, particularly 

for users with sparse interaction histories, contributing to a 

more robust system. 

Deep Learning for Long Tail Recommendations: Building 

upon the work of Chen and Li [13], deep learning models 

have emerged as powerful tools for addressing the long tail 

phenomenon. These architectures, designed to capture 

intricate patterns in user preferences, significantly improve 

the effectiveness of recommendations for both popular and 

niche music items. 

Context-Aware Systems for Cold-Start Alleviation: Kim 

and Park [14] laid the groundwork for context-aware 

recommendation systems to alleviate the cold-start problem. 

By incorporating user contextual information such as 

location, time, and mood, these systems enhance their 

ability to provide relevant recommendations for users with 

limited interaction history. 

Sparse Factorization Machines for Sparsity and Long Tail: 

The work of Zhang et al. [15] introduced sparse 

factorization machines to address both data sparsity and the 

long tail issue. This model efficiently manages sparse user-

item interaction data and captures latent factors, 

contributing to accurate recommendations across a diverse 

array of music items. 

Enhanced Collaborative Filtering for Long Tail: Wang and 

Liu [16] proposed enhancements to collaborative filtering 

techniques, incorporating item features and adjusting 

similarity metrics. These modifications aim to improve the 

recommendation quality for less popular or newly 

introduced music items, effectively tackling challenges 

associated with the long tail. 

Transfer Learning for Cold-Start and Sparsity Mitigation: Li 

et al. [17] introduced transfer learning techniques to address 

the cold-start problem and data sparsity. Leveraging 

knowledge gained from a source domain with richer data, 

their model enhances recommendations for a target domain 

with limited user interactions, demonstrating the potential 

of transfer learning in mitigating critical issues. 

3. Proposed Work 

This section delineates the methodologies integrated into 

the proposed system. The initial phase of any data mining 

undertaking involves data pre-processing. In our proposed 

approach, we utilize user logs sourced from Last.fm [1] for 

experimental purposes. Last.fm systematically records the 

musical preferences of registered users, building 

comprehensive profiles. These profiles are constituted by 

two datasets. The first dataset encapsulates information 

about each user's listening preferences in the form of user 

logs. Each user log is comprised of attributes such as 

UserID, timeStamp, albumID, albumName, trackID, and 

trackName. The second dataset contains profile details of 

all users, including attributes like UserID, Gender, Age, 

Country, and Registration date. Leveraging this 

information, we construct a User-Song matrix, and Table 1 

serves as an illustrative example of a User-Song matrix, 

depicting user ratings for various items. 

Table 1. User-Song matrix 

 S1 S2 …. S14458 

U1 7 0 …. 0 

U2 2 0 …. 9 
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…. …. …. …. …. 

U200 0 6 …. 0 

3.1 Data Pre-processing 

The data collected from Last.fm exhibits missing values and 

noise. Prior to applying recommendation algorithms, it is 

imperative to preprocess the data. Handling missing values 

involves filling in the song names using the corresponding 

track ID, while records containing noisy values are 

removed.  

Following data cleaning, the subsequent step in the 

recommendation process involves identifying task-relevant 

data. Two constraints are enforced to obtain such data: 

a. Consideration of Users with More Than 200 Songs: Only 

users who have listened to more than 200 songs are 

considered in the dataset. 

b. Consideration of Songs Listened to by at Least 10 Users: 

Only songs that have been listened to by at least 10 users are 

included in the dataset. 

The dataset sourced from Last.fm originally comprises 

listening histories of 992 unique users, resulting in a total of 

approximately 20 million records. Due to computational 

feasibility concerns with collaborative filtering methods, the 

research work focuses on the listening history of 200 users, 

encompassing around 3 million records. Following the 

application of pre-processing conditions, the number of 

songs filtered is 14,458. 

3.2 Representation of User-Song matrix 

User-Song matrix with Frequency vectors  

A User–Song (U-S) matrix incorporating frequency vectors 

is created, with the frequency of each user for each song 

represented as a value in the corresponding cell of the 

matrix, as depicted in Table 1. 

Binary User-Song matrix  

A user-song matrix in frequency representation is converted 

to binary notation. Replace non-zero frequency count with 

1. The binarized U-S matrix is shown in table 2. 

Table 2. U-S matrix after binarization 

 S1 S2 …. S14458 

U1 1 0 …. 0 

U2 1 0 …. 1 

…. …. …. …. …. 

U200 0 1 …. 0 

 

Length Normalization and Root Mean Square 

Normalization:  

Normalization is applied to the binary user-song 

matrix in the proposed system, employing both 

length normalization and RMSN normalization. U-S 

matrix after normalization is shown in the tables 3 

and 4.  

Table 3. U-S matrix after length normalization 

 S1 S2 …. S14458 

U1 0.143 0 …. 0 

U2 0 0.25 …. 0.062 
 

…. …. …. …. …. 

U200 0 0.053 …. 0 

  

Table 4. U-S matrix after RMSN normalization 

 S1 S2 …. S14458 

U1 1.291 0 …. 0 

U2 0 2.449 …. 0.612 

…. …. …. …. …. 

U200 0 0.513 …. 0 

 

3.3. User and Item Centric Collaborative Filtering 

This technique implements user-centric and item-

centric model collaborative filtering to form the 

clusters of similar users and items. Once the model 

of user and item clusters is built, can be used to find 

the user cluster and item cluster most similar to the 

target user. This is shown in the pseudocode given in 

the Fig.1 & Fig. 2. It considers the user past history 

while forming similar user clusters and item 

similarities while forming item clusters. 

Algorithm Threshold_UC()  

1. Begin  

2. Initialize the threshold value to th_cutoff  

3. Create an empty list of clusters  

4. For ui in u1, u2 … un  

5.    Create a new cluster C  

6.    Assign u to C  

7.    For each ui in u2 … un  

8.       begin  
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9.          Find the similarity of ui with C  

10.        If sim(ui, C) ≤ th_cutoff  

11.            Assign ui to C  

12.        Else  

13.            Create a new cluster C'  

14.            Assign ui to C'  

15.        end  

16.    end  

17. Add C to the list of clusters  

18. Return the list of clusters  

19. End  

Fig. 1. Pseudocode for user-centric model 

Algorithm Threshold_IC()  

1. Begin  

2. Initialize the threshold value to th_cutoff  

3. Create an empty list of clusters  

4. For each ui in u1, u2 … un  

5.      Create a new cluster C  

6.       Assign u to C  

7.       For each ui in u2 … un  

8.           begin  

9.               Find the similarity of ui with C  

10.             If sim(ui, C) ≤ th_cutoff  

11.                  Assign ui to C  

12.              Else  

13.                   Create a new cluster C'  

14.                   Assign ui to C 

15.            end  

16.        end  

17. Add C to the list of clusters  

18. Return the list of clusters  

19. End  

Fig. 2. Pseudocode for item-centric model 

3.4 Matrix factorization to address Sparsity  

Sparsity represents a significant challenge in 

recommendation systems. This issue arises because 

users typically rate only a limited number of items. 

The sparsity problem is illustrated by the Sparse 

User-Item Matrix displayed in Figure 3.3.1, where 

the matrix reveals the ratings provided by m users for 

n items. Matrix factorization [4] serves as a method 

for reducing the dimensionality of a high- 

dimensional sparse matrix into a lower- dimensional 

dense matrix. SVD is a matrix decomposition 

technique that takes an mxn matrix and decomposes 

it into three matrices with dimensions mxk, kxk, and 

kxn, as expressed by the equation provided below. 

Amxn= UmxkX SkxkX Vkxn 

Where U designates about users, V indicates about 

items in transpose and S shows identity matrix with 

Eigen values as diagonal elements. 

User clusters are generated from the factored user 

matrix U and item matrix V is used to form item 

clusters. Euclidean distance is used as the proximity 

measure to form model of users and items by using 

the algorithm shown in fig.3 and fig.4. 

Algorithm UCSSVD()  

Input: SVD applied User-Song Matrix  

Output: User Clusters  

Method:  

1. Initialize the threshold_cutoff value  

2. Create an empty list of clusters  

3. Consider the first user vector U1  

4. Create a new cluster C1 and assign U1 to it  

5. For each remaining user vector Ui (where i 

ranges from 2 to k, and k represents the count 

of unique items rated by all users)  

6.     Calculate the similarity between Ui and 

all the clusters that have been created up to 

this point.  

7.    If Ui is more similar to an existing cluster 

than the threshold_cutoff  

8.        Assign Ui to the most similar cluster  

9.     Else  

10.      Create a new cluster Ci  

11.      Assign Ui to Ci  

12. Add Ci to the list of clusters  

13. Return the list of clusters  

End  

Fig. 3. Pseudocode for UC_with SVD to 

address sparsity 

Algorithm ICSSVD() 

Input: SVD applied User-Song Matrix  
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Output: Item Clusters  

Method: 

           1. Initialize the threshold_cutoff value  

           2. Create an empty list of clusters  

           3. Consider the first item vector I1  

           4. Create a new cluster C1 and assign I1 to it  

           5. For each remaining user vector Ui (where i 

ranges from 2 to k, and k represents the count of 

unique users rated the item)  

           6. Calculate the similarity between Ii and all 

the clusters that have been created up to this point.  

           7.    If Ii is more similar to an existing cluster 

than the threshold_cutoff  

           8.         Assign Ui to the most similar cluster  

           9.    Else  

           10.       Create a new Item Ci  

           11.        Assign Ii to Ci  

           12. Add Ci to the list of clusters  

           13. Return the list of clusters  

           End 

           Fig. 4. Pseudocode for IC with SVD to 

address sparsity 

3.5. Integrating Social Networks to address new 

user cold-start problem 

Another challenge that recommendation systems 

must tackle is the Cold-start problem. The Cold- start 

problem refers to the difficulty of providing 

recommendations for either new users or new items. 

The former is referred to as the new user cold-start 

problem, while the latter is known as the new item 

cold-start problem.  

 

Fig. 5. Pseudocode for addressing new user cold-

start problem 

To mitigate the new user cold-start problem, the 

approach involves incorporating a user's social 

network connections. In case of new target user , the  

recommendation system lacks information about 

them, the system leverages their friends' interests to 

gain insights into the target user. The algorithm for 

this process is presented in Fig. 5. 

Another challenge that recommendation systems 

must tackle is the Cold-start problem. The Cold- start 

problem refers to the difficulty of providing 

recommendations for either new users or new items. 

The former is referred to as the new user cold-start 

problem, while the latter is known as the new item 

cold-start problem. 

To mitigate the new user cold-start problem, the 

approach involves incorporating a user's social 

network connections. In case of new target user, the 

recommendation system lacks information about 

them, the system leverages their friends' interests to 

gain insights into the target user. The algorithm for 

this process is presented in Figure 5. 

3.6 Addressing Long tail problem 

The Long Tail refers to a collection of items that are 

relatively less popular, with the majority of items 

falling into this category [3]. In contrast, only a small 

fraction of items are part of the Heavy Tail, as 

illustrated in Fig. 6. Presently, we are transitioning 

towards a paradigm t h a t  focuses on distinguishing 

between Hits and Niche content. However, the 

challenge lies in effectively filtering and presenting 

the right artists to users based on their musical 

preferences, even if those artists do not fall within the 

Heavy Tail category. 

 

Fig. 6. Depicting Long-tail 

To tackle the Long Tail problem, a solution involves 

categorizing songs based on their popularity 

frequency. This classification divides items into two 

categories: Long Tail and Heavy Tail, based on their 

average frequency. If an item's average frequency is 

lower than the average frequency of all items, it falls 

into the Long Tail category; otherwise, it is classified 

as belonging to the Heavy Tail. Subsequently, songs 

in the Long Tail and Heavy Tail segments are 

utilized separately to create clusters of similar 

songs using the algorithm depicted in Figure 6. 
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3.7 Session based Music Recommendation 

system to include context information 

To integrate contextual information into music 

recommendations, sessions are introduced as a 

technique. This concept is based on the fundamental 

notion that users' preferences can change throughout 

the day. For instance, users might have a preference 

for devotional songs in the early morning and opt for 

melodic tunes in the evening. To accommodate this 

variability in users' listening behaviour, the implicit 

feedback users provide in the form of logs is 

classified into four specific sessions, as defined 

below: 

• Session 1: Timestamp 0-6 

• Session 2: Timestamp 6-12 

• Session 3: Timestamp 12-18 

• Session 4: Timestamp 18-24 

Using the listening history of users, transactions are 

categorized into these four sessions based on 

timestamps. For each session, user clusters and item 

clusters are created using the pseudocode provided in 

Fig.1 and Fig.2. Within each session, the target user 

is linked to identify the most similar user and item 

clusters, facilitating recommendations.  

3.8. Mobile Application to combine all the 

proposed approaches for top n 

recommendations. 

A mobile application has been designed to integrate 

the various approaches mentioned above for 

delivering top N recommendations. This Android 

mobile application, illustrated in Figure 7, enables 

users to access the entire library of audio songs on 

their mobile devices. Whenever users listen to a 

song, the application generates a log entry and stores 

it in the local database. This log contains specific 

fields, as depicted in Figure 8. 

 

Fig. 7. Mobile Application for MRS 

 

Fig.8. Sample user log 

The administrator of the mobile application employs 

a recommendation algorithm that leverages the 

approaches discussed earlier to quantify the diverse 

factors influencing a user's taste. This algorithm 

takes into account a portion of songs from each 

technique when creating the top N recommendations. 

The formula used to generate these top N 

recommendations is as follows, but it can be 

rephrased for clarity if needed. 

Certainly, here's the equation representing the top N 

recommendations with the given factors: 

Top N Recommendations = α1 * (User and 

Item Clusters) + α2 * (Matrix Factorization) 

+ α3 * (Social Integration) + α4 * (Long Tail) 

+ α5 * (Context Information) 

The α values represent the proportions of songs 

selected from each technique, effectively serving as 

weights assigned to each approach. To illustrate, this 

means that, for instance, 20% of the songs are drawn 

from User and Item Clusters, 30% from Sessions, 

30% from Matrix Factorization, and 20% from 

Social Integration. 

4. Results 

Last.fm user logs were considered for 3 years. 200 users 

listening history is taken to conduct experimental work. 

After pre-processing of the data U-S matrix obtained for is 

shown in Table 1. 70% of users randomly selected for 

building user and Item clusters. Remaining 30% of users are 

used to evaluate the proposed recommendation system. To 

fix a threshold value for cluster formation Elbow method is 

used. Started with a randomly selected threshold value and 

formed clusters with that value. Computed SSE value for the 

clusters generated. Updated threshold value and re-

generated the clusters. Compared SSE of new clusters with 

the previous clusters. These steps are repeated until clusters 

with minimum SSE is obtained. After user and item cluster 

formation recommendation process started for test users. 

Top-k items are recommended to the users by applying the 

algorithms shown in Fig. 1 & 2. The recommendations are 

evaluated by using the measures such as accuracy and 

precision. The results obtained for different k values are 

shown in the table 5.  
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Table 5. Performance of UC and IC clusters 

Top-k 

items 

User Clusters 

(UC) Item Clusters 

Accura

cy 

Precisio

n 

Accura

cy 

Precisio

n 

Top-50 0.433 0.1636 0.328 0.1729 

Top-30 0.319 0.164 0.311 0.1676 

Top-20 0.273 0.176 0.291 0.1598 

 

Sparsity in the U-S matrix is addressed by applying SVD. 

SVD is applied on the matrix and obtained a dense User and 

Item matrices in U and VT. UC and IC algorithms shown in 

Fig.1 & 2 are applied on dense user, iem matrices to form 

user and item clusters respectively. The results obtained for 

Uc with SVD and IC with SVD are shown in table 6 & 7 

respectively. The results shows that SVd improved the 

performance of UC and IC clusters notably. 

Table 6. Performance of UC comparison with UC_SVD 

Top-k 

items 

UC UC with SVD 

Accura

cy 

Precisio

n 

Accura

cy 

Precisio

n 

Top-50 0.433 0.1636 0.453 0.2537 

Top-30 0.319 0.164 0.411 0.2467 

Top-20 0.273 0.176 0.371 0.2128 

 

Table 7. Performance of IC comparison with IC_SVD 

Top-k 

items 

IC IC with SVD 

Accurac

y 

Precisio

n 

Accurac

y 

Precisio

n 

Top-50 0.328 0.1729 0.413 0.287 

Top-30 0.311 0.1676 0.411 0.266 

Top-20 0.291 0.1598 0.348 0.238 

 

New-user cold-start problem is the inability of the 

recommendation system to provide recommendations for 

new-users.Social intergration of users with user listening 

history has addressed new-user cold-start problem. The 

results obtained shown in table 8. the ability of improved 

recommendation system with new-user cold-start problem. 

 

 

 

Table 8. Performance of UC comparison with UC_SVD 

Top-k 

items 

UC 

UC with Cold-

start 

Accurac

y 

Precisio

n 

Accurac

y 

Precisio

n 

Top-50 0.433 0.1636 0.415 0.207 

Top-30 0.319 0.164 0.391 0.198 

Top-20 0.273 0.176 0.306 0.183 

 

Another important issue in user-centric collaborative 

filtering is long-tail problem. Long-tail is the set of items not 

popular but may be interesting to the user. Items are divided 

into head and tail. User centric and Item centric clustering 

agorithms are applied separately to both sets of items. While 

performing recommendation task, long tail clusters are 

given more weightage compared to tail items. The results 

shown in the table 9. address the tail items as tail precision 

improved with tail clusters. 

Table 9. Performance of UC comparison with 

UC_Longtail for tail items 

Top-k 

items 

UC  

UC with Long 

tail 

tail_Accu

racy 

tail_Preci

sion 

Accur

acy 

Precisi

on 

Top-50 0.261 0.12 0.482 0.205 

Top-30 0.193 0.092 0.455 0.194 

Top-20 0.191 0.077 0.427 0.192 

 

As users listening taste differs at different time of the day, 

the context information is captured by dividing the user 

history into four sessions. Uc and IC clusters formed for 

different sessions and the session context is considered for 

recommendation process. The results obtained with sessions 

are better compared to UC and IC clusters as shown in table 

10 & 11. 

Table 10. Performance of UC comparison with 

UC_Context 

Top-k 

items 

UC UC with Context 

Accurac

y 

Precisio

n 

Accurac

y 

Precisio

n 

Top-50 0.433 0.1636 0.434 0.271 

Top-30 0.319 0.164 0.411 0.267 

Top-20 0.273 0.176 0.384 0.228 
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Table 11. Performance of IC comparison with IC_Context 

Top-k 

items 

IC IC with Context 

Accurac

y 

Precisio

n 

Accurac

y 

Precisio

n 

Top-50 0.328 0.1729 0.491 0.297 

Top-30 0.311 0.1676 0.491 0.276 

Top-20 0.291 0.1598 0.421 0.218 

 

The comparison of UC and IC methods are shown table 12 

& 13 respectively. The results are evident to say that 

UC_SVD and IC_Context are perorming better compared to 

UC and IC methods. 

Table 12. Comparison of UC methods 

T

op

-k  

UC 

UC 

with 

SVD 

UC 

with 

Cold-

start 

UC 

with 

Long 

tail 

UC 

with 

Contex

t 

ite

m

s 

A P A P A P A P A P 

T

o

p-

50 

0.

43

3 

0.1

63

6 

0.

45

3 

0.2

53

7 

0.

41

5 

0.

20

7 

0.

48

2 

0.

20

5 

0.

43

4 

0.

27

1 

T

o

p-

30 

0.

31

9 

0.1

64 

0.

41

1 

0.2

46

7 

0.

39

1 

0.

19

8 

0.

45

5 

0.

19

4 

0.

41

1 

0.

26

7 

T

o

p-

20 

0.

27

3 

0.1

76 

0.

37

1 

0.2

12

8 

0.

30

6 

0.

18

3 

0.

42

7 

0.

19

2 

0.

38

4 

0.

22

8 

 

Table 12. Comparison of IC methods 

Top-k 

items 

IC 

IC with 

SVD 

IC with 

Context 

A P A P A P 

Top-50 
0.32

8 

0.17

29 

0.41

3 

0.28

7 0.491 

0.29

7 

Top-30 
0.31

1 

0.16

76 

0.41

1 

0.26

6 0.491 

0.27

6 

Top-20 
0.29

1 

0.15

98 

0.34

8 

0.23

8 0.421 

0.21

8 

 

Hybrid recommendation system proposed in the paper 

combines all the methods to improve the accuracy and 

precision. The results obtained for the equal weightage 

given to all the approaches and best weightage combination 

are shown in table 13.  From the results obtained, weighted 

hybrid method out performed all the other UC and IC 

methods as shown in fig 9.  

Table 12. Performnce of weighted hybrid method 

Top-k items 

α= 0.2 (all equal) 

Best α's 

combination 

A P A P 

Top-50 0.618 0.331 0.826 0.445 

Top-30 0.611 0.334 0.818 0.442 

Top-20 0.582 0.341 0.818 0.422 

 

 

Fig.9. Performnce of weighted hybrid method 

5. Conclusion & Future Scope  

The research proposed here, have developed an Android-

based hybrid music application that takes into account 

various aspects of users when making recommendations. 

The recommendation algorithm considers users' historical 

preferences, item similarities, and contextual information, 

effectively addressing the challenges of cold start, long tail, 

and sparsity in recommendation systems. Our findings 

demonstrate that the hybrid recommendation system we 

proposed outperforms baseline approaches like the most 

popular or most recent recommendation systems. 

Furthermore, the results indicate that the combination of 

multiple techniques for providing top N recommendations 

yields better performance compared to using individual 

techniques separately. Additionally, we can extend this 

hybrid mobile-based music recommendation system to 

incorporate user generated content, such as postings about 

new items on social networks, to tackle the new item cold-

start problem effectively.  
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